Alice Jordan
Based on AMERICA (NATIONAL HYMN) from Thesaurus Musicus, London, ca. 1740

With energy and majesty

poco rit.

a tempo

4

simile

8
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4. Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory

Alice Jordan
Based on BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC
19th cent. American campmeeting tune

NOTE: Begin in a quietly subdued style with a gradual buildup at measure 10.
Keep a stately tempo throughout to avoid the "sixteenth-note-trivial-sound." Keep it majestic!
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MSM-20-763
Alice Jordan

Suite 2

1. Jeanie with the Light Brown Hair

Melody by Stephen Foster, 1826-64
Melody composed 1854

Slowly, expressively, with great freedom
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2. ’Tis the Gift to Be Simple

Alice Jordan
Based on SIMPLE GIFTS
American Shaker melody

Moderately, with warmth and freedom

Violin

Moderately, with warmth and freedom

Piano
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3. Amazing Grace, How Sweet the Sound

Alice Jordan

Based on NEW BRITAIN from W. Walker, Southern Harmony, 1835

With warmth, moderate tempo

(FL/Ob. only)

Violin

With warmth, moderate tempo

Piano
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4. O Beautiful for Spacious Skies

*America the Beautiful*

Alice Jordan
Based on *MATERTNA*
by Samuel A. Ward, 1848-1903
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**Violin**

**Piano**

Broad, majestic tempo

simile